2:30 – 3:00  Registration

Session 1


3:15 – 3:30  John Hetling - Visualizing differences in corneal potential maps

3:30 – 3:45  Elise Boulanger, Jad Akesby, Céline Chaumette, José-Alain Sahel, Michel Paques, Isabelle Audo - Macular spot.

3:45 – 4:00  Isabelle Audo, K Bujakowska, S Mohand-Said, M Paques, José-Alain Sahel, C Zeitz - An unusual retinopathy.

4:00 – 4:15  Tony Robson - Clinical heterogeneity in a family with mutations in the USH2A gene.

4:15 – 4:30  Mark Pennesi - Electronegative ERGs in a family with autosomal dominant cone-rod dystrophy.

4:30 – 4:45  Rad Tzekov - Spectral distribution changes of 30 Hz flicker signal in retinitis pigmentosa.

4:45 – 5:15  Refreshment Break

Session 2

5:15 – 5:30  Huy Nguyen – Vision Loss of unknown origin

5:30 – 5:45  Jin Yang - Vision Loss of unknown origin

5:45 – 6:00  Margaret Collins - Visual Evoked Potentials as an Extension of Electroretinography in Non-Clinical Ocular Toxicity Studies.

5:45 – 6:00  Jonathan Lyons - Can you use Multifocal ERG Ring Ratios to detect Hydroxychloroquine retinal Toxicity using skin electrodes?

6:15 – 6:30  Scott Brodie - Visual recovery after discontinuation of vigabatrin therapy.

6:30 – 6:45  Carol Westall, Michelle McFarlane, Tom Wright, Rachel Dragas - Retinal defect before vigabatrin treatment – Is there association between Etiologies of Infantile Spasms and Retinal Dysfunction?

6:45 – 7:00  Livia Brandao - Two-flash mfERG and Ganglion-cell layer: structure-function correlation in Glaucoma.